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Abstract

Background.- This work addresses a physiological-based mathematical model of

blood glucose dynamics in Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus (T2DM). Results.- The

model emulates the pathophysiology of the T2DM metabolism including the

gastric emptying effect and the enhancing effect on insulin due to the incretin

hormones. Its mathematical structure considers a model of blood glucose

dynamics of healthy humans developed with a physiological-based

pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic approach. Then, the mathematical functions,

representing the metabolic rates with a relevant contribution to hyperglycemia,

are individually fitted to clinical data of T2DM patients. Methodologically, it

allows emulating the pathophysiology of the T2DM condition. Numerically, the

resulting model simulates successfully a programmed graduated intravenous

glucose test and different-doses oral glucose tolerance tests. Conclusion.- The

comparison between simulations and clinical data shows a good agreement

description of the blood glucose dynamics in T2DM and, it opens the likelihood

of using this model to develop model-based controllers for blood glucose

regulation in T2DM.

Keywords: type 2 diabetes pathophysiology; compartmental mathematical

models; pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic modeling approach; parameter fitting

Background

For some decades, mathematical models have been used in biological sciences to under-

stand diverse aspects of diabetes mellitus (DM) [1]. For example, DM progression [2, 3],

diagnostic test evaluations [4, 5], long-term micro and macrovascular complications [6, 7],
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and blood glucose dynamics [8, 9, 10], among others, have been modeled. Particularly,

mathematical models to emulate blood glucose dynamics in DM have been classified, ac-

cording to the complexity of their description, in two major groups [11]. The first group

considers the whole-body models developed under a pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic

(PKPD) approach which is characterized by being structurally simple with a limited phys-

iological interpretation. The second group considers the physiological-based PKPD (PB-

PKPD) models, which mathematically describe the physiological interactions between dif-

ferent subsystems of the human body. Due to its structural simplicity, most of the models

in the literature are PKPD [1]. Although these models are widely used they do not include

most of the processes responsible for glucose homeostasis. Hence, its use to model com-

plex processes in DM, such as the DM pathophysiology is limited and, it induces a trend

toward the development of PB-PKPD models [1]. These models have focused on emulat-

ing the metabolic processes involved in glucose homeostasis and are usually organ-based.

Moreover, the PB-PKPD models of blood glucose dynamics in type 1 DM (T1DM) have

been useful to synthesize model-based controllers for blood glucose regulation in T1DM

[12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. However, type 2 DM (T2DM) affects multiple subsystems of the

body and, consequently, the mathematical representation of the metabolic abnormalities in

T2DM is challenging [17].

One of the most widely used PB-PKPD models was performed by Sorensen [10]. This

organ-based compartmental model emulates the blood glucose dynamics of a healthy hu-

man by considering the main glucose metabolic rates as mathematical functions. In this

model, each mathematical function was individually fitted to a set of clinical data of healthy

people where the metabolic response of the patients was measured for different stimuli.

Then, the physiology of the main metabolic rates of a healthy human body was mathemat-

ically reproduced. Although the Sorensen’s model is quite robust, it has some limitations.

For instance, the model does not include the blood glucose and insulin dynamics in the

pancreas, instead, a single function representing the pancreatic insulin release rate is con-

nected to the bloodstream. The above does not represent the physiology of the human body.

In addition, the model does not consider the effect of gastric emptying, therefore, the blood

glucose dynamics after oral glucose intake and the potentiating-insulin effect of the incretin

hormones cannot be reproduced.

An extension of the Sorensen’s model, which covers its main limitations, was proposed

by Alverhag and Martin [9]. Thus, the model included two ordinary differential equations
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(ODE) to quantify, by means of mass balance, the time-variation of the blood glucose and

insulin in the pancreas. Additionally, the gastric emptying process and the enhancing effect

on insulin due to the incretin hormones were included by considering two new subsystem

attached to the model. Furthermore, Alverhag and Martin hypothesize that a model of the

blood glucose dynamics in T2DM can be developed by identifying the parameters of the

mathematical functions representing the metabolic rates related to the pathophysiology of

this condition [9]. Then, in 2011 Vahidi et al. used a nonlinear optimization approach to

identify some parameters of the Sorensen’s model from a single data set of an oral glucose

tolerance test (OGTT) in T2DM patients [8]. The methodology used by the authors to

estimated the model parameters was a non-global optimization method. Then, even though

the system in Vahidi et al. acceptably reproduces the OGTT, the set of identified parameters

that minimize the error between clinical data and the system may not be unique. Therefore,

it cannot be assured that, individually, the metabolic functions containing the identified

parameters numerically can emulate the pathophysiology the T2DM.

Consequently, this article propose a PB-PKPD model of the blood glucose dynamics

in T2DM, where some mathematical functions representing metabolic rates of the body,

are individually fit to emulate the pathophysiology of the T2DM. Moreover, the effect of

the gastric emptying and the enhancing effect of insulin due to the incretin hormones are

included to reproduce the blood glucose dynamics after oral glucose intake. To achieve this,

the mathematical model of the blood glucose dynamics in a healthy human body, proposed

in Alvehag and Martin [9], will be described as a set of 28-dimensional ODE. From the

ODE set, the mathematical functions representing the impaired metabolic rates in T2DM

were individually fitted to clinical data of T2DM patients by using the least-squares method

(LSM). The clinical data were taken from several clinical tests where direct measurements

of the tissues or organs response to local changes in solutes concentration were made. The

resulting model was numerically simulated to test its ability to reproduce the blood glucose

dynamic in T2DM patients for different inputs and initial conditions. Finally, the error

between the simulation and the clinical data of the T2DM patients is quantified by using a

statistical function.

Methodology

The mathematical model in Alverhag y Martin, is a nonlinear dynamic system consisting

of four clustered subsystems [9]. The subsystems are compartmental representations of the
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human body, where each compartment represents an organ or tissue where an important

process of mass exchange is carried out. The compartments are interconnected through the

blood flow. Then, by means of a mass balance in the compartments, each of the subsystems

quantifies the concentration of one solute (i.e. glucose, insulin, glucagon, or incretins). A

detailed explanation of the system and its nomenclature can be found in the Appendix.

The system is a set of 28 ODE composed of nonlinear continuous functions. Therefore,

it follows that the solution of the system (x(t)) exists in a domain D as long as the initial

conditions are in D. As a methodological approach in this work, the solution of the system

is represented from a state-space theory as the vector:

x = [GBV , GBI , GH , GL, GK ,GPV , GPI , GG, GPN , (1)

IB, IH , IL, IK , IPV , IPI , IG, IPN , ΓN , ω, ωG,

MI
HGP, MI

HGU , F2, P, I, Q, Gs, rOGA]

where x(t) = (x1(t),x2(t), ...,x28(t)) ∈D⊂R
28 is semi-defined positive, which means that

it belongs to the set R28
+ . Using the state definition in the equation (1), the system is defined

as:

ẋ(t) = F(x(t);π,η), x(t0) = x0 ∈ D (2)

where the vector field F(x(t);π,η) :→ R
28 determines the time evolution of x(t) starting

at initial condition (x0) in the initial time (t0), and π ∈ Π ⊂ R
46 contains the parameters

in the functions representing hemodynamical processes, while η ∈H⊂ R
67 contains the

parameters in the functions representing the metabolic rates of the system. The parameter

values of the system in the equation (2) can be found in the Appendix.

Model simulation and initialization

The mathematical model in the equation (2) successfully simulate the blood glucose dy-

namics of a healthy human body after intravenous glucose infusion and oral glucose intake

[9]. For the above, an input to the system is considered containing: i) a continuous intra-

venous glucose infusion rate (rIV G), which is introduced to the system as an insulin rate

in mg/dL/min, and ii) an oral glucose intake (OGC0), which is introduced to the system in

mg and it is connected to the gastric emptying process (see Appendix). The output of the

system (y) is considered as x6 = GPV and x14 = IPV , whose meaning concerns to glucose
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and insulin vascular concentration in peripheral tissues, respectively. The time evolution of

y is used to compare the model simulation with clinical data where the glucose and insulin

concentrations are taken from a blood sample of the patient’s forearm during a test. For

all the simulations, the model in the equation (2) was numerically solved by using variable

step in the function ode45 (Dormand-Prince) of Matlab. The simulation time was defined

as the time length of the clinical trial.

For model initialization, the basal condition (xB) and x0 were computed from the solute

concentrations in the fasting state of the patients. The condition xB is determine as the

average fasting glucose and insulin concentration from the blood samples collected over

several days, this is xB
6 and xB

14 respectively. The condition x0 is determined as the fasting

glucose and insulin concentrations from a blood sample at time zero of the clinical test;

this is x6(0) and x14(0), respectively. Mathematically, the fasting state has a physiological

correspondence with the steady state of the system (x∗) in the equation (2), this is:

F(x∗;π;η) = 0 (3)

then, since interstitial, arterial, and venous concentrations are the same at the steady state,

the peripheral vascular data for xB and x0 are computed from the arterial or venous data.

The remaining 26 components of xB and x0 are obtained from the solution of the equation

(3).

Metabolic rates of the model

The model subsystems are coupled by the functions representing the metabolic rates of the

glucose, insulin, glucagon, and incretins. These metabolic rates are mathematically mod-

eled as constant functions, linear functions of the mass accumulation in the compartments,

or multiplicative functions of the metabolic basal rate. Specifically, the metabolic rates in

the glucose and glucagon subsystems are multiplicative functions with the following gen-

eral form:

r = MGMIMΓrB (4)

where rB represents the basal value of the metabolic rate r, and each M is the isolated effect

of the normalized concentration of glucose (MG), insulin (MI) and glucagon (MΓ) of the

normalized metabolic rate (rN = r/rB). The above implies that MG = MI = MΓ = 1 when

the glucose, insulin and glucagon are basal, therefore r = rB. To represent the characteristic
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sigmoidal non-linearities of biological data correlations, excepting the isolated effects that

are states of the system in the equation (2) (i.e. MI
HGP and MI

HGU ), all the isolated effects

are hyperbolic tangent functions of some normalized component of the state, this is:

M(xN
i ) = η j1 +η j2 tanh(η j3(x

N
i +η j4)) (5)

where xN
i = xi/xB

i for i ∈ {1,2, ...28} and η j1 ,η j2 , ...,η j4 ∈ H with j1, j2... j4 ∈ N≤ 67 are

dimensionless parameters. A list containing the nominal values of the η parameters can be

found in the additional files. By using these values, the system in the equation (2) simu-

late the blood glucose dynamics after an intravenous glucose infusion or an oral glucose

intake in a healthy human body [9]. For the mathematical modelling of the blood glucose

dynamics of T2DM, the pathophysiology of T2DM must be emulated by modifying the

value of the parameters of the functions representing the metabolic rates responsible of the

characteristic hyperglycemia. The above will be described in the Curve Fitting section.

Curve fitting

For decades, different studies have identified the metabolic problems associated with the

progression of T2DM in healthy humans [18, 19]. It has been found that these problems are

associated with the metabolism of fats and carbohydrates [18, 19], being the metabolism

of the latter, the object of study of this work.

Mainly, the pathophysiology of the T2DM is characterized by [18]: i) insulin resistance,

defined as an impaired effect of insulin on glucose uptake by peripheral tissues, ii) exces-

sive hepatic glucose production, and iii) β -cell dysfunction, represented by an impaired

pancreatic insulin release. Then, the mathematical functions of the system in the equation

(2) modelling the aforementioned metabolic rates are: the effect of insulin in peripheral glu-

cose uptake (i.e. MI
PGU ), the effect of glucose, insulin and glucagon on the hepatic glucose

production (i.e. MG
HGP, M

I∞
HGP and M

Γ0
HGP, respectively), and the pancreatic insulin release

(i.e. rPIR). Since a small variation in the parameters of these metabolic rates results in a

variation of the solute concentrations in the model, in the following sections, the termi-

nology of the sensitivity analysis from Khalil will be adopted [20]. Therefore, the above

metabolic rates will be called sensitive metabolic rates.

In what it follows, all sensitive metabolic rates were fitted to available clinical data of

T2DM patients, while the parameters of the rest of the metabolic rates remained at the

values defined in the Appendix. Explicitly, the fitting of rPIR is supported by several clinical
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tests where a decrease of the first phase of pancreatic insulin release in patients with T2DM

is exhibited [21, 22, 23]. The above is consistent with the early proposal to induce a partial

impairment on insulin release from the labil compartment, in order to decrease the first

phase of insulin release in T2DM patients [24]. Due to the above, the functions representing

the first phase of insulin release (X and P∞), and the time-variation of the amount of labil

insulin ready to be released, were studied by means a sensitivity analysis as in Khalil (2002)

[20]. From this analysis, the parameters that shows a major contribution to the sensitivity

on solution x(t;η ,π0) were selected to fit rPIR.

Static and dynamic fitting approach

To solve the parameter fitting problem, two things are required:

1 A set of clinical data in T2DM patients.

2 A mathematical method to fit such data to the function representing the sensitive

metabolic rates.

The set of clinical data to fit the isolated effects functions was obtained from selected clin-

ical tests of T2DM patients, where direct measurements of tissues or organs response to

local changes in solutes concentration were made. The selection criteria of the tests was as

follows: the conditions of the test must be consistent with those originally considered for

mathematical modeling in Sorensen [10] and the patients must have not other significant

medical history than T2DM. The conditions of the clinical tests are compiled in Table 1.

Particularly, to fit rPIR the clinical data from a graded glucose step-response with the iso-

lated perfused pancreas in T2DM patients can not be collected. Then, the selected parame-

ters of this metabolic rate were identified using clinical data from an input-output approach

of the system in the equation (2). The data was taken from an OGTT in DeFronzo et al.

[25], where the plasma glucose and insulin response to oral intake were measured in nine

T2DM subjects after the consumption of 1g/kg body-weight of oral glucose.

The mathematical method used to fit the functions to clinical data is LSM. In general, the

LSM lies that the following relation is fulfilled [26]:

ȳ = g(z,U) (6)

where z and ȳ are vectors containing n observations, and U ∈R
p×1 is a vector of p unknown

parameters of the sensitive metabolic rate. To estimate U the n values of g are computed

for all z. Then, Û is the estimation of the vector of parameters corresponding to U that
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minimizes the residual sum of squares of an objective function Q(U) over some feasible the

vector of parameters U ≥ 0 ⊂ Θ. The isolated effects of the sensitive metabolic rates were

fitted to clinical data by a static approach of the LSM. After that, a dynamical approach of

the LMS was used to identify the parameters of the rPIR function. In what follows, both

approaches will be described.

In the static approach, the unknown parameters from the equation (5) are grouped as U =

[η j1 ,η j2 ,η j3 ,η j4 ]
T . The vector Û is estimated with an iterative process using the following

objective function:

Q(U) =
n

∑
k=1

(yk −M (zk,U))2
(7)

where yk is clinical data of the average of the normalized metabolic rate in T2DM patients

respect its basal value in [9], and zk is clinical data of the average of the normalized solute

concentration taken from the forearm. The minimization of the objective function in the

equation (7) was numerically solved with the function lsqcurvefit of the optimization tool-

box of MatLab. The iterative algorithm used to find Û was ‘trust-region reflective’ proposed

in Li (1993) [45]. After fitting, (zk,yk) are graphically compared with the fitted isolated ef-

fects functions. Then, the values in Û replaced its respective nominal values defined in the

Appendix.

In the dynamical approach the selected parameters from rPIR were grouped as U =

[ηl1 ,ηl2 ,ηl3 ,ηl4 ,ηl5 ,ηl6 ]
T with l1, l2, ...l6 ∈ N ≤ 67. The vector Û was estimated with an

iterative process using the following objective function:

Q(U) =
n

∑
k=1

(

(

y1k − f1(zk,U)

w1

)2

+

(

y2k − f2(zk,U)

w2

)2
)1/2

(8)

where y1k and y2k are clinical data obtained from the average of glucose and insulin concen-

trations,respectively, taken at the zk time, the weights w1 and w2 are the average of the basal

glucose and insulin concentrations, respectively, and f1 = x6(zk,U), f2 = x14(zk,U) were

obtained from the model simulation. The above clinical data was taken from DeFronzo et

al. [25]. The LSM problem in the equation (8) was numerically solved using the function

fmincon of the optimization toolbox of MatLab with the iterative algorithm ‘interior-point’.

After the identification of the parameters of rPIR, the values in Û from the static and dy-

namical approach replaced the nominal values of the parameters in the Appendix to emulate
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the pathophysiology of T2DM. Therefore, hereinafter, the resulting model is called T2DM

model.

Comparison of the T2DM model with clinical data

The T2DM model was numerically simulated for comparison with clinical test in T2DM

where the blood glucose dynamics is observed after different stimuli. Considering that the

route of glucose entry into the body plays an essential role overall glucose homeostasis

[25], the T2DM model was simulated for the following test: i) a programmed graduated

intravenous glucose infusion (PGIGI) test to account for rapid response of the intravenous

infusions and ii) an OGTT considering a dose of 50 g of glucose (50g-OGTT) and a dose

of 75 g of glucose (75g-OGTT) to account for blood glucose changes due to the gastric

emptying process and the incretins effects.

In the PGIGI the glucose was administrated through rIV G, while rOGA = 0. The duration

of the test was 270 min distributed as follows: a basal sampling period was considered

were rIV G = 0 from 0-30 min, after this, the steps of intravenous glucose infusion were

introduced as rIV G = 1,2,3,4,6 and 8 mg/dL/min for a period of 40 min each one. The

clinical data were taken from Carpentier et al. [27], and the conditions for model simulation

were GB
PV = GPV (0) = 157.5 mg/dL and IB

PV = IPV (0) = 13.02 mU/L.

For the OGTT test, the duration of the simulation was 180 min. The amount of glu-

cose was introduced at minute zero trough OGC0 and the input rIV G was considering null.

The clinical data for the 50g-OGTT were taken from Firth et al. [28], and the condi-

tions for model simulation were OGC0 =50 000 mg, GB
PV = GPV (0) = 185 mg/dL and

IB
PV = IPV (0) = 14 mU/L. Additionally, the clinical data for the 75g-OGTT were taken

from Mari et al. [29], and the conditions for model simulation were OGC0 = 75 000 mg,

GB
PV = GPV (0) = 176 mg/dL and IB

PV = IPV (0) = 11.2 mU/L.

The difference between the clinical data and the model simulation was quantified with

the following statistical expression:

σ =

√

1

n−1
Se (9)

where Se =∑
n
s=1(x6(ts)−G(ts))

2, and G is the glucose concentration taken from the T2DM

patients at the time ts. All the clinical test where different from those used for curve fitting.
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Results and discussion

The clinical data that fulfills the conditions provided in Table 1 were taken from the ref-

erences grouped in Table 2. The parameter set Û for each isolated effect of the sensitive

metabolic rate can be seen in Table 3. Furthermore, in Figure 1 it can be found a graphic

representation of the curves that fit the isolated effects functions of the sensitive metabolic

rates to the clinical data of Table 1. As can be seen, the curves in in Figure 1 do not nec-

essarily pass through the point (xN
i ,M(xi)

N) = (1,1). This is because the isolated effects

of the metabolic rates were normalized with respect to the basal value of the metabolic

rates in [9], which correspond to a mathematical model of the blood glucose dynamics

in a healthy human body. The above is justified by the fact that not all isolated effects of

glucose, insulin, or glucagon on a metabolic rate are observed altered in T2DM patients.

Since the metabolic rates are expressed as multiplier factors of the basal metabolic rate, the

isolated effects that have not been observed altered in patients with T2DM will continue to

be multiplier factors of the basal metabolic rate (rB) of a healthy human body.

As can be seen in in Figure 1(a) the curve corresponding to MI
PGU goes close to the point

(xN
15,M

I
PGU (x

N
15)) = (1,1). The above means that the insulin-stimulated peripheral glucose

uptake in a T2DM patient does not differ much from the one in a healthy human when

the fasting hyperglycemia and basal insulin concentration are maintained in the T2DM

patient. This characteristic of the T2DM has been previously reported in several articles

[30, 31, 32, 33]. In contrast, as can be seen in in Figure 1(b), for xN
4 = 1, the value of

MG
HGP is greater than one, this means that considering basal hyperglycemia the hepatic glu-

cose production is higher in T2DM patients compared to that observed in healthy humans.

The above has been previously reported by various articles where the effect of glucose on

the hepatic glucose production rate was verified for healthy control subjects and T2DM

patients [34, 35]. Moreover, the hepatic insulin resistance, characteristic of the T2DM, is

evident in Figures 1(b) and 1(c). This can be observed in the behavior of the curves for

high values of the solute concentration, where, the hepatic glucose production can not be

completely suppressed despite significant increment of the normalized glucose and insulin

concentration in the liver. The above is consistent with clinical evidence where the blood

glucose has an impaired ability to inhibit the hepatic glucose production at basal insulin and

glucagon concentrations in T2DM [34, 35, 18], and the insulin concentration is ineffective

to suppress the hepatic glucose production at basal glucose and glucagon concentrations

in T2DM [39, 40, 25, 42]. Finally, the role of glucagon in hepatic glucose production in
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T2DM patients can be seen in Figure 1(d). In this graphical representation, the behaviour

of the function M
Γ0
HGP is consistent with the clinical data of patients with T2DM [44, 41].

The, it follows that by fitting the isolated effect functions to the clinical data, it is possible

to individually emulate the pathophysiology of the T2DM.

After isolated effects fitting, a parameter set containing the parameters of rPIR that show a

greater contribution to the sensitivity on the solution x(t;η ,π0) was selected. From the sen-

sitive analysis the parameter selected parameter set was Û = [η36,η39,η40,η42, η44,η45]
T .

The values of Û that minimize the objective function in equation (8) can be seen in the

Table 4. After replacing the nominal values of the parameters in the additional files for

those in Û in Tables 3 and 4 the system simulate the response to a 70g-OGTT. The results

of the simulation and its comparison with clinical data from DeFronzo et al. [25] can be

seen in Figure 2. As can be seen there is an acceptable approximation of the simulation

curve to the clinical data. Moreover, almost all test the simulation remains within the bars

of the standard error. It should be noted that even when y1k and y2k have different orders

of magnitude, the emulation of both blood glucose and insulin was successfully achieved.

This is mainly due to the addition of weight functions of weights in the objective function

of the equation (8). As noted in the Methodology section, since there is no clinical data of

the individual response of rPIR measured against different stimuli, the dynamic approach

used to fit rPIR is based on an nonlinear optimization. As a result, the set of values obtained

minimizes the objective function of the equation (8), nevertheless, it cannot be assured that

the pathophysiology of the pancreatic insulin secretion in T2DM is individually emulated.

However, due to the individual fitting of the isolated effects, the number of parameters to be

identified by a dynamic approach is minimal. A proposal to avoid the above is to replace the

pancreatic insulin subsystem with a model of the pancreas whose pathophysiology could

be described by a set of clinical data of patients with T2DM.

After the metabolic rates fitting the resulting model (i.e. T2DM model) was simulated

and compared with clinical data. In figure 3 can be seen the T2DM model response for the

PGIGI test and the clinical data from Carpentier et al. [27]. As can be seen, the simulation

of the T2DM model is not significantly different from the reported clinical data. Moreover,

the absolute of the maximum difference between simulation and clinical data is 9.4 mg/dL.

This is consistent with the obtained statistical value σ = 5.37 mg/dL for this test. It fol-

lows that the T2DM model can reproduce the step response of the blood glucose due to an

intravenous glucose infusion input. Meanwhile, in the Figure 4 it can be seen the T2DM
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model response of the OGTT for different doses. Similarly to the observed clinical data, the

model response x6 rises to a maximum peak approximately at 80 minutes after the stimulus

of 50 g and 75 g. The statistical value σ for the 50 and 75g-OGTT is 16.84 mg/dL, and 13

mg/dL, respectively. As can be seen, after oral glucose intake, the response of the model for

the OGTT test is relatively slow, showing a maximum peak at approximately 80 minutes

after glucose stimulation. Compared with the results of the PGIGI, the increase in glycemia

in the OGTT is slower. This is because the digestion process, after an oral glucose intake,

induces a delay proportional to the glucose appearance rate in the gut. Furthermore, as can

be seen in the figures 2 to 4 the basal blood glucose is slightly elevated compared to the

concentration of a healthy subject. According to the World Health Organization guidance

for diagnostic tests of DM, a fasting glucose concentration ≥126 mg/dL is characteristic

of DM [46]. Moreover, the patients with this impaired blood glucose should undergo by a

formal 75g-OGTT for DM diagnosis [46]. A representation of this test can be seen in the

figure 4 where after two-hour postload glucose the dotted curve shown a glucose concen-

tration ≥140 mg/dL. This is a characteristic behavior of T2DM that contrasts with that of

a healthy subject, where the normal homeostatic glucose process results in a concentration

of less than 140 mg/dL after two hours of the glucose intake.

Based on the values of the σ function, it can be establish that the model emulates with ac-

ceptable precision what is reported in the clinical data for PGIGI and OGTT. However, this

model considers only the carbohydrate metabolism but not the fat metabolism. Therefore,

the effect of free fatty acids on blood glucose dynamics is not included. Besides, the model

does not consider the counter-regulatory effect of growth hormones, adrenaline, or cortisol.

Nevertheless, the above can be considered later in the model by adding other subsystems

for the free fatty acids dynamics and other metabolic functions to consider the effect of the

missing hormones.

Conclusion

The main contribution of this article was derivating a model for T2DM including phys-

iological features to emulate blood glucose dynamics. The modeling departs from a PB-

PKPD modeling approach and the individual fitting of the sensitive metabolic rates allows

us to capture the pathophysiology of the metabolic rates in T2DM. This gives way to suc-

cessfully emulate the blood glucose dynamics of T2DM after a continuous intravenous
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glucose infusion an oral glucose intake. As convincing numerical evidence of the above,

Figures 3 and 4 show to what extent the T2DM model predicts the clinical data.

The individual fitting of the sensitive metabolic rates to clinical data ensures that the

pathophysiology of T2DM is preserved, such that diverse scenarios might be predicted.

For instance, this model can be used to determine an appropriate oral therapy for blood

glucose regulation by connecting a PKPD model of a hypoglycemic drug (e.g. sulfony-

lureas, biguanides, thiazolidinediones, among others). Such is the case of the metformin

therapy, where the targets metabolic rates were modified by adding a multiplicative factor

in rHGP, rPGU , and rGGU [47]. Furthermore, this model can be used to develop feedback

model-based controllers for blood glucose regulation in T2DM patients. This idea triggers

of the possibility to achieve the normoglycemia by means of single or combined therapy

of oral hypoglycemic agents with an exogenous insulin input connected to rIV I . Finally, a

stark consequence of the physiological-based model structure is to consider structured or

unstructured uncertainties, therefore, robust control techniques can be used, for instance,

H∞ theory.
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Figure title and legend

• Figure 1.- Graphical representation of the isolated effects fitted to clinical data of T2DM patients. The solid

line represents the isolated effects of (a) MI
PGU , (b) MG

HGP, (c) M
I∞
HGP and (d) M

Γ0
HGP after parameter fitting.

• Figure 2.- Graphical representation of the 70g-OGTT. The model considering the θ̂ parameters simulate the

blood glucose dynamics after the ingestion of 70 g of glucose at time zero. The solid line represents the

model response ((a) x6 and (b) x14), while the black squares represents the clinical data used to identify the

selected parameters of rPIR and taken from DeFronzo et al., [25].

• Figure 3.- Graphical representation of the PGIGI. The T2DM simulate the blood glucose dynamics after the

intravenous infusion of glucose at step graded rates. The solid line represents the T2DM model response

(x6), while the black squares represents the clinical data from Carpentier et al. [27].
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• Figure 4.- Graphical representation of a 25g-OGTT and a 75g-OGTT. The T2DM model simulated the

blood glucose dynamics after the ingestion of the respective glucose dose at time zero. The solid and dashed

lines represents the model response (x6) for the 25 g-OGTT and a 75g-OGTT, respectivelly, while the black

triangles and squares represents the clinical data from Mari et al. [29] and Firth et al. [28], respectively.

• Figure 5.- Model Subsystems.- The compartmental diagrams of the (a) glucose, (b) insulin, (c) glucagon

and (d) incretins subsystems are shown. The continuous line dividing the subcompartments is used to

indicate a low permeability between the walls (i.e. variable mass concentration). On the other hand, the

dashed line indicate a high permeability, therefore all the sub-compartments in these compartments can be

considered as one (i.e. uniform mass concentration).

• Figure 6.- General scheme of a compartment. In this representation, there are two well-defined spaces: the

capillary blood space and the interstitial fluid space. Among them, there is a low permeability determined by

the transcapillary diffusion time TAB. The metabolic rates that add or eliminate the mass of the subsystems

are represented by curved arrows entering or leaving the compartments, respectively.

Appendix

Subsystems of the model

A graphical representation of each subsystem of the model in Alverhag and Martin [9] is shown in Figure 5. The

glucose an insulin subsystems, i.e. in the Figures 5(a) and 5(b), respectively, are divided into several compartments

representing organs or tissues interconnected trough blood flow and whose direction is indicated by straight arrows.

The subsystems of glucagon and incretins (Figures 5(c) and 5(d), respectively) are divided into one compartment

representing the whole body.

A general schematic representation of a compartment is shown in the Figure 6. In this compartment, CA and CB

represent variables that quantify the concentration of solute in the sub-compartment of capillary blood and the

sub-compartment of interstitial fluid, respectively. The quantification of the solute in each compartment is carried

out by means of a mass balance. The solute accumulation is a sum of exchange rates (i.e. convection and diffusion)

while its addition or elimination is due to metabolic rates. The quantification of the solute for the sub-compartment

of the figure 6 is given by the following equations:

dCA/dt = (QI(Ci −CA)+
VB

TAB

(CB −CA))/VA (10)

dCB/dt = (
VB

TAB

(CA −CB)− rsink + rsource)/VB (11)

where Ci is the arterial concentration of solute, QI , is the volumetric blood flow rate, VA, and VB are the blood

volume of each sub-compartment and TB is the transcapillary diffusion time between subcompartments. In what

follows, each of these subsystems and its compartments and nomenclature is explained.

Glucose Model

The mass balance in the sub-compartments of the glucose subsystem of the model has given rise to a set of 9

differential equations that are described in Table 5. The glucose subsystem considers 8 metabolic rates: 6 sinks and

2 sources of glucose. The metabolic rates of the brain glucose uptake, red blood cells glucose uptake, and gut

glucose uptake are constants. This is rBGU = η21, rRBCU = η22 and rGGU = η23, respectively. The metabolic rates of

peripheral glucose uptake (rPGU ), hepatic glucose production (rHGP), and hepatic glucose uptake (rHGU ) are modeled

as multiplicative effects of their basal rate as follows:

1 The multiplicative function rPGU is defined by the equation (4) with rB
PGU = η15. The function rPGU is

mediated just by changes in the insulin and glucose concentrations, then the effect of glucagon in the

equation (4) is considered as MΓ
PGU = 1. The isolated effects of glucose and insulin on the peripheral glucose

uptake are determined in Sorensen [10] by fitting the functions to experimental data where MG
PGU is

represented as a linear function passing through the origin (i.e. MG
PGU = GPI/GB

PI) and the function MI
PGU (IPI)

is determined by the equation (5) with η j = {η17,η18, η19,−η20}.

2 The multiplicative function rHGP is defined by the equation (4) with rB
HGP = η1. As the insulin effect on the

hepatic glucose production changes from basal to steady state in an exponential way, this function is defined
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as:

dMI
HGP/dt = (MI∞

HGP −MI
HGP)/τI (12)

The normalized rate of hepatic glucose production resulting from the glucagon step change is modeled by

considering the function F2 that serves to degrade the maximal response of glucagon action to half its initial

impact. The above is MΓ
HGP = M

Γ0
HGP −F2 where the function F2 is defined from:

dF2/dt = ((M
Γ0
HGP −1)/2−F2)/τΓ (13)

The isolated effect of glucose, the isolated steady state effect of insulin and the initial isolated effect of

glucagon on the hepatic glucose production were determined in Sorensen [10] by fitting the functions to

clinical data, where MG
HGP(GL), M

I∞
HGP(IL) and M

Γ0
HGP(Γ) are defined as in the equation (5) with η j = {η4,

−η5,η6,−η7}, {0,η2,η3,0} and {η54,−η55,η56,−η57}, respectively.

3 The multiplicative function rHGU is defined by the equation (4) with rB
HGU = η11. The function rHGU is

mediated just by changes in the insulin and glucose concentrations, then the effect of glucagon in the

equation (4) is considered as MΓ
PGU = 1. As the time course of mediated hepatic glucose uptake changes

from its basal to its steady state value in an exponential manner with time, the function of the isolated

effect of insulin is:

dMI
HGU/dt = (MI∞

HGU −MI
HGU )/τI (14)

The isolated effect of glucose and the isolated steady state effect of insulin on hepatic glucose uptake are

determined in Sorensen [10] by fitting the functions to clinical data, where MG
HGU (GL) and M

I∞
HGU (IL) are

defined by the equation (5) with η j = {η8,η60, η9,−η10} and {0,η52,η53,0}, respectively.

Furthermore, the kidney glucose excretion is modeled as an hyperbolic tangent considering the rate of glucose

filtration minus the rate of glucose re-absorption. This is defined as:

rKGE =







η12 +η61tanh(η13(GK −η14)) 0 ≤ GK < 460

η58 +η59GK GK ≥ 460







(15)

The rate of glucose absorption from the intestines into the blood, rOGA, is obtained from the following equation:

drOGA/dt = Gs/(TATGE )− rOGA/TA (16)

where the amount of glucose entering the stomach after a meal (OGCS) depends on the content of carbohydrate of

the meal (OGCO). The above is represented by:

OGCs = (OGC0/η66)((t −η66)u(t −η66)− (t −η66 −1)u(t −η66 −1)

− (t −η66 −4)u(t −η66 −4)+ (t −η66 −5)u(t −η66 −5)) (17)

After glucose intake, the gastric emptying process rate describe the rate of glucose transference from the stomach

to the intestines by:

dGs/dt = OGCS−Gs/TGE (18)

Insulin Subsystem

The graphical representation of the insulin subsystem of the model can be seen in Figure 5(b). The mass balance in

the subcompartments has given rise to a set of 8 differential equations that are described in Table 6. In the insulin

subsystem, 4 metabolic rates are considered: 3 sinks and 1 source. All the metabolic rates of insulin clearance are
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modeled as a fraction of the insulin quantity per minute that an organ receives. This is:

rLIC = FLIC(Q
I
AIH +QI

GIG +QI
PN IPN), rKIC = FKICQI

K IH and rPIC = IPI/(((1−FPIC)/(FPICQI
P))−T I

P/V I
PI). Whereas, the

metabolic rate of pancreatic insulin release (rPIR) is compartmentally modeled to reproduce the two characteristic

phases of insulin secretion.

The model to emulate rPIR comes from the fact that one large storage compartment in exchange for insulin with one

small compartment. The quantity of insulin in the large compartment is considered constant. Conversely, the

quantity of insulin in the small compartment (Q) is considered variable, sensitive to glucose concentration and

depending on the rate of insulin exchange between compartments and the insulin secretion rate (S), this is:

dQ/dt = η42(η43 −Q)+η44P−S (19)

where P a function defining the rate of insulin provision from the large compartment to the small one. The above is

obtained from:

dP/dt = η35(P∞ −P) (20)

where P∞ is the steady state effect of glucose and incretins on insulin release, this is: P∞ = Y = Xη40 +η62ω and the

function X represent an exciter of insulin secretion stimulated by glucose concentration, given by:

X = GH/(η
η36
37 +η38G

η39
H ). Subsequently, the insulin secretion rate is a function defined as:

S = (η46(X − I)0+ +η45Y +η63ω)Q (21)

where the notation (X − I)0+ means that the value of the function X − I counts for S when it is positive but it is zero

otherwise, and I represent an inhibitory entity (I) of insulin secretion. The last one is obtained from:

dI/dt = η41(X − I) (22)

From the equation (21) can be observed that the first term of the equation represents the first phase of insulin

secretion as a proportion of the difference between X and I. Otherwise, the second phase of insulin is obtained from

the second term of the equation (21) as the slow transfer of insulin from the large compartment. The above means

that it is controlled directly by the provision factor and the amount of labil insulin. Subsequently, the third term of

the equation (21) reflects the effect of the concentration of the incretin over insulin release.

The metabolic rate of insulin release is modeled as a scale of the basal insulin secretion rate (rB
PIR) as follows:

rPIR = S/SN rB
PIR (23)

where rB
PIR is determined by the fasting insulin concentration in the body as:

rB
PIR = IB

H (Q
I
H/(1−FLIC)−QI

A −QI
G − (1−FPIC)/(1−FLIC)Q

I
P −QI

B/(1−FLIC)−QI
K(1−FKIC)/(1−FLIC)−QI

PN).

Glucagon and incretins subsystem

The graphical representation of the glucagon and incretins subsystem can be seen in the figures 5(c) and 5(d),

respectively. The mass balance in the sub-compartments has given rise to a set of 3 differential equations described

in Table 7. Both subsystems have a metabolic sink, representing the clearance in blood plasma, and a metabolic

source, representing release into blood plasma. The rates of glucagon and incretins clearance and the rate of

incretins release are modeled as the linear functions: rPΓC = η33Γ, rPωC = rMωCω and rGωR = ωG/Tω , respectively.

Conversely, the normalized rate of glucagon release (rN
PΓR) is modeled as the multiplicative function defined by:

rN
PΓR = MG

PΓRMI
PΓR. In the above, the isolated effect of glucose (MG

PΓR(G
N
H)) and insulin (MI

PΓR(I
N
H )) on glucagon release

are determined in Sorensen [10] by fitting the equation (5) to experimental data with η j = {η24, −η25,η26,−η27}

and η j = {η28,−η29, η30,−η31}, respectively.
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Parameters of the model

The upper and down part of the Table 8 contains all the parameters and its nominal value for the hemodynamical

and metabolic processes of the model in Alverhag and Martin [9], respectivelly. For model simulation, when the value

of the nominal parameter is considered, then the blood glucose dynamics of a healthy human body is reproduced.



Figures

Figure 1

Graphical representation of the isolated effects  �tted to clinical data of T2DM patients. The solid line
represents the isolated efects of (a) MIPGU , (b) MGHGP, (c) MI¥ HGP and (d) MG0 HGP after parameter
 �tting.



Figure 2

Graphical representation of the 70g-OGTT. The model considering the θˆ parameters simulate the blood
glucose dynamics after the ingestion of 70 g of glucose at time zero. The solid line represents the model
response ((a) x6 and (b) x14), while the black squares represents the clinical data used to identify the
selected parameters of rPIR and taken from DeFronzo et al., [25].



Figure 3

Graphical representation of the PGIGI. The T2DM simulate the blood glucose dynamics after the
intravenous infusion of glucose at step graded rates. The solid line represents the T2DM model response
(x6), while the black squares represents the clinical data from Carpentier et al. [27].

Figure 4



Graphical representation of a 25g-OGTT and a 75g-OGTT. The T2DM model simulated the blood glucose
dynamics after the ingestion of the respective glucose dose at time zero. The solid and dashed lines
represents the model response (x6) for the 25 g-OGTT and a 75g-OGTT, respectivelly, while the black
triangles and squares represents the clinical data from Mari et al. [29] and Firth et al. [28], respectively.

Figure 5

Model Subsystems.- The compartmental diagrams of the (a) glucose, (b) insulin, (c) glucagon and (d)
incretins subsystems are shown. The continuous line dividing the subcompartments is used to indicate a
low permeability between the walls (i.e. variable mass concentration). On the other hand, the dashed line
indicate a high permeability, therefore all the sub-compartments in these compartments can be
considered as one (i.e. uniform mass concentration).



Figure 6

General scheme of a compartment. In this representation, there are two well-de ned spaces: the capillary
blood space and the interstitial uid space. Among them, there is a low permeability determined by the
transcapillary diffusion time TAB. The metabolic rates that add or eliminate the mass of the subsystems
are represented by curved arrows entering or leaving the compartments, respectively.
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